
Call for Papers
The Department of Translation Studies, EFLU, Hyderabad
is organising an online International Seminar from 9th to
12th May, 2022, on the above topic.

Papers are invited from Researchers, Academics,
Translators, Art Practitioners both from India and abroad.

The Concept Note

As an act straddling the production and the dissemination
of meaning, translation has been as old as the language
itself. However, with the reconstitution of the function of
language in different fields of scholarly inquiry, starting
from philosophy to media studies, as a powerful tool of
representation, translation has come to be viewed as a
new and highly significant “site for raising questions of
representation, power and historicity” (Niranjana, 1992).



The role of translation in constitution of colonial subject
in language by ideology, through what has been called
‘interpellation’ (Althusser, 1971), has been examined by
several scholars, mainly from a postcolonial perspective.
However, one of the spin-offs that such an analysis afforded
was a particularly disturbing erasure of the agency of the
translator who came to be seen as subordinated by larger
web of institutional structures, ideologies and discourses.
In the last couple of decades, the intersection between
nationalist discourse and translation is examined to locate
the role of translation in formation of the nationalist
discourse; in offering resistance to colonial discourse while
translating it etc. This seminar engages with the agency
of the translator, translating culture in recontextualising/
reconfiguring/ reconstituting the text/ discourse.

The structuralist approach to the study of translation may
be extremely powerful and popular among the scholars in
the field, but it has not been able to eclipse the subjectivist,
even existentialist theory of action (Bourdieu, 1998) which
undergirds the assertive and interventionist practices of
translation. If the institutional control mechanism can and
do arch over the decisions that a translator takes, a number
of approaches to translation - postcolonial, feminist,
sociological, culturalist, among others - have undeniably
established that the agency of the translator can perform
revisionary acts within a literary system, culture, society,
history and memories. While subjects are constituted by
metanarratives, translation/translator often reconstitutes
those very discourses by making silences speak, visiblizing
the gaps and rupturing the continuous representations of
identities and excavating ignored terrains. The present
three-day seminar aims to explore and curate such
reconstitutive praxis of translation in plurilingual Indian
context. The idea is to examine the complex and enabling
ways in which a translator rejigs the literary canon within



a particular literary culture, dismantles and refashions
individual/community self, complicates identities, ruptures
continuous and simplistic discourses, (re)envisions
histories and memories among other interventionist and
counter-interpellative practices. Exploration of ways in
which various art practices – literary, visual, graphic, plastic
etc. – make a meaningful intervention in the entrenched
discourses and revitalize generally delegitimized projects
is the focus of this seminar.

Themes

In this context, the thematic universe of the conference
can accommodate the following concerns/areas of
scholarly inquiry, among other allied ones.
1. Changing Metaphorics of Border-crossing: Translation,

Transgression and Transformation
2. Mediation of the production and circulation of meaning

in translation
3. Role of translation as criticism, de-homogenization,

subversion etc
4. Interrelationship of translation with history, memories

and identities
5. Politics of translating a marginalized/minority text/

language
6. Multilingualism, languages hierarchies and translation

in India
7. Reconstitution of a language, discourses, fields through

translation
8. Translation and Digital Humanities
9. Ethics of translation, logic of market and postcolonial

condition

10. Siting/Citing Translation: Opportunities and Obstacles  ahead



  Important Dates
Submission of Abstracts:

31st March, 2022

Communication of Acceptance:
10th April, 2022

Last date for submission of full paper:
30th April

Conference dates:
9th to 12th May, 2022

Coordinators of the Seminar:
Prof.H.Lakshmi

Prof.V.B.Tharakeshwar
Dr.Hemang Desai

Dr.K.Kokila
E-mail: dtseflu22@gmail.com

Abstracts (not more than 500 words)
should be sent to the following email

address on or before
31st March, 2022:
 dtseflu22@gmail.com


